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Camp Crystal 2011  

Camp Crystal is over for the another year, de-
spite the weather and the MUD we managed to 
have a great time. We had more cars and help-
ers then in previous years which made this year 
one of the best ever. I would like to take this 
chance to thank everyone for their efforts.  
 
It was great to see so many new faces and cars 
at the event this year, as usual the Datsun's 
ruled with 5 Datto's present, 4 X 1600's (Chris 
and Kristy Wedding, Keeny, Brad Smith and my 
own) and Michael Lazijack in his 180B. We also 
had Alan Brown in his Baleno, Dave Scott in 
the Excel, Greg and John Donald in the Su-
baru, Jamie Lawson in the Commodore and the 
Gemini coupe of Troy Lazijack.  
 
Some of our hardworking officials also showed 
up and put in huge efforts for the day loading 
kids in the cars, or manning the start control. 

In no particular order (and sorry if I have forgot-
ton anyone): 
Annette Dragona (thanks for the great lunch 
you organised for everyone) 
Glynis Saunders 
Ronda Keen 
Cathy Smith 
Lavern Lazijack (I hope I got your name right if 
not blame Keeny) 
Geoff and Val Crandel (in the toilet truck, Geoff 
did the runs to and from the amenities he put 

did the runs to and from the amenities he put more 
miles in then the rally cars) 
Sam Kreuger (our ever loved scrutineer who worked his 
butt off strapping kids in cars) 
Cameron, Ian and the Gorski clan (our very enthusiastic 
start control)  
The McGraa clan 
Craig Plant (our C of C for the day) 
Nashy (always happy and the supplier of our recovery 
ute, I know I was the only one who needed it) 
Maureen Norton  
Jen and Kristan (our much loved snappers, the cheques 
in the mail so those photo's better not show up) 
Addy (Papa Rahhh Tzi) 
And a special thanks to John Keen for supplying med-
als for everyone who brought out cars, as well as some 
of our helpers.  
 
The camp organisers have also contacted myself and 
asked that I pass on their gratitude to all of you who 
helped out, due to the rain on Saturday morning the 
camp looked like it was going to be a flop this year with 
most activities called off. So when we still showed up 
and did what us rally people do best (have a great time 
in our cars) we were very appreciated, I think the smiles 
on the kids and helpers faces proved that point.  
 
We had a fantastic day with the slippery conditions re-
sulting in many spins and "moments". We took over 120 
passengers most for two to four laps so we were ex-
tremely busy. I think the character for the day was Chris 
Wedding who we had to almost force off the track for 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lunch and he was back out there as soon as hu-
manly possible, I think if the Datto didn't finally 
cry enough you would still be lapping the track. 
From what I was told about Chris the only thing 
going faster then the Datto was his constant 
chatter to some very excited and suprised pas-
sengers, good on ya mate, you have well over a 
100 new fans now. 
 
Anyway thanks to everyone again, this event is 
by far my favorite for the year, good luck clean-
ing all the mud off your cars and I hope to see 
you all again next year. 
 
Cheers  
Shaun Dragona 

 

Photos by Jen 

https://picasaweb.google.com/gremli9 

 

 

 

 



All competitors are invited to the CompetitorCompetitorCompetitorCompetitor’’’’s Information Night s Information Night s Information Night s Information Night 
for Rally Queensland at the BSCC Club Rooms, Unit 16Unit 16Unit 16Unit 16----23 Ashton 23 Ashton 23 Ashton 23 Ashton 
Place, Place, Place, Place, BanyoBanyoBanyoBanyo....

Get up to speed with the latest information on this years event.
More information =‘s better preparation!!

The topics to be covered on the night include;

∆ Event Time line 

∆ Administration
∆ Scrutiny
∆ Management of Log Books
∆ Reconnaissance
∆ Refueling
∆ Flexi- Service
∆ Service Park
∆ Road Cards
∆ Plus more

Please contact Trevor Neumann on 0429 618 162 or Please contact Trevor Neumann on 0429 618 162 or Please contact Trevor Neumann on 0429 618 162 or Please contact Trevor Neumann on 0429 618 162 or 
RDS.TN@bigpond.net.auRDS.TN@bigpond.net.auRDS.TN@bigpond.net.auRDS.TN@bigpond.net.au for any further information. for any further information. for any further information. for any further information. 
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CLASSICS AT THE ARC 2011 
 

I still Suck Lemons! 
IT’s a dream come true for Stewart Reid, who has completed his first event in his brand spanking new 
Escort RS1800, finishing 4th outright. Reid, who runs SR Automotive in Kippa Ring a suburb of Brisbane, 
is “living the dream” of driving one of rallying’s most iconic rally cars.  “I go to the fridge every day and 
suck a lemon to see if I am really awake!” Reid quipped.  “I stood in a Scottish forest 20 years ago and 
saw a RS1800 Escort in full flight and I said to myself “Someday I will have one of those!” 
 

 
 
Reid, an accomplished driver has competed for 20 years in various cars, including one of the ex works 
Toyota S2000’s of Neal Bates. “I drove Neal’s car in Rally SA last year and it was certainly very 
exciting”. He said. “I was keen on a purchase but there was that lingering thought of an Escort.” “I saw 
that Classic rallying was on the rise and after some research contacted Mark Solloway at Historic 
Rallysport in the UK. At that stage Mark had just completed a RS 1800 for Mikko Hirvonen the WRC 
World Champion. That was good enough for me so I ordered the same car!” 
 
The new car arrived in early February by sea freight and it was an anxious Reid who picked up the car at 
customs. He had 2 weeks to be ready for its first event – Rally Tasmania. 
Mark Solloway arrived to take charge of servicing and the car ran faultlessly during  the Tarmac event, 
with Reid and Stacy setting consistent top 5 times - the only maintenance,  a full check over and the front 
discs replaced, after a lot of late braking on the twisty Tasmania roads.  The RS 1800 has been returned to 
gravel specification in Reid’s SR Automotive workshop and he is eager to race Barry Lowe in the 
upcoming QUIT Forest Rally in Perth, the ARC opener.  “I was hoping for more classics to race but Barry 
is a form competitor and we look forward to seeing how we go against him” Reid said. “Then there is the 
GT Falcon, she will be a handful on the ball bearings!” 
 
“We will be at the International Rally of Queensland in May and we will do other events as they come 
up.” Reid said.  I am ready to have a crack against Jeff David, who is bringing his new Porsche to 
Queensland – bring it on….! 
 
Reid will be joined by up to fifteen other Classic rally competitors who compete in a diverse range of cars 
from a Capri V8 to Datsun Stanza’s. Escort BDG’s are popular too, with no less than five of the high 
revving models in capable hands.  All are part of the ever-growing Classic rally movement in Australia. 
ACRA ran a successful Classic competition in 2010 and members thrilled thousands of spectators at ARC 
events. “Classic Rallying in Europe is huge. It’s not uncommon for over 300 competitors to compete in a 
Classic event there”. Reid said.                                                                             2/ 
 
“I want to support Australian classic rallying and I hope plenty get out there and compete and I can’t wait 
for Neal Bates to get his new Celica finished. We will see just how good it is! I will be trying my hardest 
to knock him off!” 



  
2011 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION  

 

APPLICANT INFORMATION 

Name: 

Current Residential address: 

 

City: State: Post Code: 

Home Ph: Work Ph: Mobile Ph: 

Email address: 

 

Postal Address: 

Age:   

Occupation: 

 

I would like my Club Magazine (please tick one) 

Posted Emailed I’ll Download off the Website: 

OFFICIATING DUTIES 

Officials Licence Number and Categories 

I would like to assist at the following events: (Please Tick) 

Short Course Rallies Qld Rally Championship Rally Queensland ARC Aust Off Road Championship 

Touring Road Events Motorkhana Club Events Club Nights 

ACTIVITIES 

I am interested in participating in (Please tick) 

Rallies Off Road Touring Road Events Motorkhana Sprints (Circuit) 

Drifting Social/Family (Suggestions?) 

Other : (Please advise) 

PROPOSERS 

1st: Name Signature: M/Ship No: 

2nd Name Signature: M/ship No: 

 

Method of Payment:      CASH  ∼          CHQ  ∼          CREDIT CARD  ∼         M/ORDER  ∼          DIRECT DEPOSIT ∼       

Direct Deposit to :       NAB Brisbane Sporting Car Club   Account 50845 2534           BSB 084391         Ref:  (Your Name) 

CARD HOLDER NAME: 

CARD NUMBER     __ __  __ __ / __ __ __ __/ __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __  EXP DATE  __ __ / __ __ 

I, the Undersigned, hereby make application for membership of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club Ltd and attach herewith the membership 
application of $             for the year ending 31st December next.  I acknowledge that pursuant to the terms of the Constitution, the Board is not 
required to deal with this application until such time as the abovementioned subscription fees are received by the Company.  I agree to be 
bound by the Constitution of the Company and any amendment of extension thereto: 
 
Signature of applicant:                                                                                      Date:  

M/ship Type:           ORD  : $55.00  ∼              ASSOC  :  $25.00 (Ord Member Partner) ∼           Junior  $5.00  ∼          Family  $90.00 
                               

  

 



Co-Pilot Rally Watch 
 
The Co-Pilot Rally Watch is specifically designed for rally co-drivers and is 
used by the world’s leading co-drivers including Daniel Elena and Phil Mills.   
This unique watch, which shows both time of day and a stopwatch 
simultaneously, has been designed by co-drivers with a host of functions 
dedicated to rally use, while remaining very easy to use.  The watch can 
store up to 30 stage times, has a large, clear display, and can be set to a 
choice of pre-start functions which allow the co-driver to start the stopwatch 
at any time during the preceding minute of their stage start time.  
Tel: 0417 446 940 or Email coral@idx.com.au 

 



Workshop Services 

�� Race car preparation 

�� Roll cage construction 

�� Mig and Tig Welding 

�� Sheet metal fabrication 

� Sump guards 

� Mud flaps 

� Suspension modifications 

� Custom seat mounts 

54 HIGH STREET KIPPA-RING 4021 
PHONE: (07) 32841546 
FAX: (07) 32481878 
Email: info@kcf-rallysport.com.au
Website: www.kcf-rallysport.com.au 

Racing Seats 
Fire Systems 

Racing Suits FIA approved harnesses 

TerraTrip Rally Computers 



Course Venue: 

 

CAMS Auditorium 

‘Sports House’ 

150 Caxton St 

Milton  Q  4064 

NO
W !

NO
W !

NO
W !

NO
W !    

Complete the registration box and mail to CAMS, Reply Paid 1859, Milton BC  Qld  4064 

Or fax to CAMS at 07 3368 2378 

Or advise by email to lisa.catchpole@cams.com.au 

Course Registration : Fire & Rescue Module - 11th June 2011 

CAMS Officials’ Licence Number : 

Name 

Address 

Suburb      Post Code 

Daytime Phone (     )    Fax (     )  

E-mail : 

There is no registration fee for this course.  
All course materials and tea/coffee are provided, however, participants are required to bring their own lunch, a current 
CAMS Manual of Motor Sport, if you have one, and your officials passbook for endorsement by the Presenter. 

COURSE OUTLINE 

This training module is a pre-requisite requirement prior to application for upgrade to a Bronze Fire & Rescue Official; 
this course is also recommended for all current and intending Fire & Rescue Officials. 
 
In order to become a CAMS accredited Bronze Official, General Officials in all categories need to complete the  
Category Module in the category of their choice. 

Saturday 11th June 2011 

9.00am to 3.00pm 

• Introduction 

• Fire and Rescue Official Attributes and Motivation 

• Personal Motivation 

• Prior to the Event 

• Chain of Command and Role of other Senior Officials 

• At the Event – Fire 

• At the Event – Rescue 

• After the Event 

• OHS & Safety 1st 

• Assessment and Summation 

RSVP : 
Monday 6th June 2011 



T2Racing Race to the Top 
 

The T2 Racing team members of Kent Lawrence and 
Stephen Andrews achieved what they set out to do by 
taking maximum points at last weekend's opening round 
of  the  Queensland  Rally  Championship.  The  Border 
Ranges Rally with its unique fast shire roads attracted 
over 50 entries from both Queensland and New South 
Wales. NSW resident Peter Roberts set a blistering pace 
from the start, instantly taking an uncatchable lead leav-
ing the QRC challengers to fight over the remaining 
places. 

 
With 8 4wd turbo cars in the top ten of the bumper field 
this was always going to be a tough challenge for the 
T2Racing team, with Peter Roberts not eligible for QRC 
points, Kent sensibly decided to concentrate on his QRC 
rivals and not chase overall victory. 

 
The T2 Racing duo finishing 2nd outright, but first QRC 
contenders, just 4 seconds ahead of team mates Paul 
Andrews and Marty Penfold. 

 
However it wasn’t all plain sailing, it nearly all ended in 
disaster for Kent and Stephen just 5kms into stage 4, 
when the fuse box cover came loose and jammed under 
the pedals as the pair approached a fast right hander, 
unable to get on the brakes, their Evo left the road at 
speed. Luckily the area was flat and grassy and they 
quickly rejoined road with only minor cosmetic damage 
to their freshly rebuilt Evo. 

 
Over the next five stages the pair swapped seconds with 
the Evo VII of Paul Andrews and Marty Penfold, matching 
each other to within a second on 5 of the days 9 stages. 
Going into the night stages Kent was confident of hold-

ing his small margin, that was until 5kms into stage 7, 
when blinded by a wall of dust he lost sight of the 
road and overshot a corner, narrowly missing a 
fencepost, the small off road excursion costing the 
pair 17 seconds, putting them 8 seconds behind Paul 
Andrews with only two runs of the short 3km tar-
mac stage through Woodenbong left. 

 
On the first run through the Woodenbong stage 
Kent put his previous circuit racing experience to 
good use, taking back 5 seconds from Paul. On the 
second run both drivers were slowed by a stranded 
Evo in the stage, but by the finish Kent had taken a 
further 7 seconds from Paul, giving him second place 
by a meagre 4 seconds. 

 
Unfortunately team mates Mike Bailey and Caitlin 
Earley weren’t so lucky, they suffered drive train 
issues which saw them parked up only a few kms 
into stage 7, up to this point they had been making 
great progress, swapping times with ARC rival Bruce 
Fullerton. Driver Mike Bailey was philosophical at 
the disappointing end to the event, “We entered the 
event as a bit of shakedown for our 2011 ARC cam-
paign, so I am pleased we did not travel all the way to 
WA to find we had a problem with the car. Having said 
that, the roads around Woodenbong are fantastic fun, 
even though we gave ourselves a huge scare on stage 
one spinning at over 100kmh!” 

 
The event also marked the new partnership be-
tween T2Racing and Z-Car Racing who are the dis-
tributors of DMACK tyres in QLD. After putting 
the tyres to the test for the first time Kent said “The 
tyres were excellent, I had made many changes to the 
car over the off season so initially the car was struggling 
for traction. However after adjusting some suspension 
settings and getting a bit more heat into the tyres we 
found the traction we were looking for. Overall I am very 
impressed with the new DMACK tyres and I look for-
ward to using them for the rest of the season and devel-
oping a healthy relationship with Z-Car Racing.” 

 
Co-driver Steve Andrews was very pleased with the 
result and said, “It’s great to get a win on the board 
after such a disappointing season last year. I’d like to 
thank the GCTMC organisers who have once again put 
on an exceptional event. Special mention must go to Paul 
and Marty for a great battle today we enjoyed a good 
natured rivalry throughout the day. Also a big thank you 
to our amazing service crew for all their hard work not 
just on the event but in the lead up and throughout the 
close season.” 

 

 



Thanks to all the supporters of T2Racing, 
including  SAABCare,  Z-Car  Racing, 
DMACK Tyres, BP Ultimate, Atlas Metals, 
Nu Pure Water, J&L Haulage, Stickers Di-
rect, Sew Professional, Braid Wheels, and 
Symposium Cafe.  

 
The team is now concentrating on their 
preparations for the International Rally of 
Queensland (IROQ), which is only 4 weeks 
away. To keep up to date with team news 
and to view action photos and in-car foot-
age visit www.t2racing.com.au .   

 

Photo courtesy of O’Brien Rallysport 

 

Missing BSCC equipment and gear 
Over the last year an amount of radios, bibs, clocks and other items 
have not been returned to the BSCC after events . This coupled with 
some losses the club sustained during the recent flood crisis is cause 
for concern. These items are necessary to conduct events within regu‐
lations and safety factors. 

With the upcoming International Rally of Queensland the biggest 
event the club promotes this equipment is in demand and costly to re‐
place. 

Please advise Berenice at the club if you have any equipment from 
events so we can account for it or to organise the return for use at 
IROQ and future events. 

 

Thank you 

Brian Everitt  



 

 

RALLYCORP PTY LTD ABN 96 804 126 584
 

a. C/ - PO Box 3114 Wetherill Park LPO NSW 2164 
t. Phone 0407 766 880  

 

 
 
 

ARC CEO Column – April 2011. 
 
Rally.com.au : At the media launch for the 2011 Bosch Australian Rally Championship you 
announced some major sweeping changes to the sport which will take effect  over the next two 
years – can you give us a snapshot of these changes? 
Scott Pedder : I believe the one which will generate the most interest from an outright perspective is 
the decision to move our long term focus to two wheel drive.  As I announced (see separate press 
release) from the 2013 season on, the outright driver and co-driver awards will be for two wheel 
drive vehicles only. This follows our decision this year that the manufacturers championship award  
be contested by two wheel drive vehicles only.  The other major directional shift is the introduction 
of an SUV championship commencing in 2012. 
 
Rally.com.au : So with this move is that the end of the 4x4 era? 
Scott Pedder : Definitely not.  Our UNRESTRICTED mantra this year relates to more than just the 
removal of turbo restrictors but to the opening up of the Australian Rally Championship and the 
sport in general to a diverse range of cars, teams, events and characters. At the end of the day that is 
what rallying should be about.  Four Wheel Drive Cars will always be welcome within the 
Australian Rally Championship. The two wheel drive for outright direction is purely and simply due 
to the fact that we need to attract manufacturers back to our sport and that really with only two 
manufacturers (Subaru and Mitsubishi) manufacturing suitable 4x4 rally vehicles along with the 
fact that the majority of the cars sold in Australian are two-wheel drive we have to move our 
championship to bring it in line with the changing industry and marketplace.  S2000 is a great 
category but a combination of cost, distance to Europe and the fact that most of the homologated 
models are European and are relatively poor sellers in Australia means they are generally not 
relevant for our market and I don’t think would ever make the necessary impact here that, for 
example, Group N did.  The decision not to make this shift until 2013 was about enabling teams to 
utilise their four wheel drive cars and investments for at least the next two seasons.  A 2013 change 
also enables appropriate lead time for creation of technical regulations, promotion of this new era of 
Australian Rallying and lobbying the manufacturers to get involved in our great championship. 
 
Rally.com.au : Is Manufacturer involvement really the answer? 
Scott Pedder : Certainly history would suggest yes.  When you look at the most successful periods 
of the Australian Rally Championship in terms of commercial appeal, quality and quantity of fields 
etc they relate directly to the times when the manufacturers were involved within the series.  
Formula One, V8Supercars and the WRC are again motorsport championships that enjoy the status 
they currently have largely because of heavy involvement from car manufacturers.  Manufacturers 
bring organic exposure to the championship and the sport via their marketing leveraging programs 
and they provide aspiration for our up and coming crews which relates to significant gains in the 
commercial and sporting appeal of the championship.  My primary focus over the past few months 
has been to reengage with these manufacturers and along with Jon Thomson, our ARC PR 
Manager, have now met with eleven manufacturers and importers.  I sincerely think there is genuine 
interest in the ARC as a promotional medium for the car companies – motorsport is a proven brand 
builder and rallying and the Australian Rally Championship, unlike many other motorsport 



 

 

disciplines provides options on vehicles that can be entered and also a category that the general 
public can relate to the showroom.  The new two wheel drive rules and the introduction of an SUV 
Championship is all about providing a product that enables manufacturer interest – to me this is 
critical to the future success and stability of the Australian Rally Championship and by extension 
the sport of rallying within Australia. 
 
Rally.com.au : So how will the new two wheel drive outright rules work? 
Scott Pedder : Obviously we have just launched the new direction so now we have to work out a set 
of rules  over the next few months and I want to announce those to the world at Rally Australia in 
September.  There are a few necessities – the cars have to be exciting, they need to be affordable 
and they need to be relevant to the original cars so the manufacturers see promotional value in 
campaigning them.  My initial thoughts are that we need to utilise the existing FIA R2 and R3 
regulations which would allow manufacturers or privateers to source pre-existing options and then 
for manufacturers who don’t have access to this type of car from anywhere in the world, for 
example Toyota, Hyundai or Mazda, a set of parity rules that would allow these manufacturers to 
compete with cars built to a “PRC2” style format.  
In essence the theory is not that much dissimilar from FIA Group N/A versus PRC – a structure that 
has served us very well over many years.  The other important factor, again in keeping with our 
UNRESTRICTED mantra, is to have rules and regulations that entice all different types of 2wd cars 
to compete against each other for outright honours– from 1.6 litre front wheel drives through to 6 
litre rear wheel drives. Now that we have launched our direction we will be stepping up our work to 
develop these new regulations – regulations that will see the start of a new era of Australian 
Rallying. 
 
Rally.com.au :  Sounds exciting,  now talk to us about the new SUV direction? 
Scott Pedder : SUVs are the fastest growing sector in the Australian carpark and now have a larger 
market share than the traditional large passenger car market.  As Nick Senior from Subaru 
suggested in his press conference as part of the new Forrester launch there is not really a relevant 
motorsport category in Australia in which these cars can run.  In our meetings with the 
manufacturers over the past month there has been significant interest in an SUV category.  I’m not 
expecting factory teams in the first year but I think the Australian Rally Championship has all the 
attributes to create a fantastic platform for the promotion of these vehicles and this category. 
 
Rally.com.au : Is there any hint of  what the initial SUV rules will look like? 
Scott Pedder : Initially my opinion is to run these in Showroom plus specification, in other words  a 
pretty stock vehicle plus safety equipment and freedoms  for suspension, brakes and exhaust. Also 
as many SUV’s only come with automatic transmission this is another area we would need to look 
at.  Again we have a few months to work out the fine details. 
 
Rally.com.au : You mentioned the need for diverse events – what is your vision here? 
Scott Pedder : If you sat 1000 people in a room and asked them to describe what a rally was you 
would get very different answers depending on the age of the person but you would get many other 
attributes that would be consistent.  The huge opportunity that rally has is that we are not 
constricted to a race track.  The attraction and uniqueness of rallying to me has always been the 
extreme diversity of conditions – ice, mud, gravel, tarmac, wet, dry etc and I think due to the 
operational restrictions placed on organisers we have become too homogenous with our events.  In 
the ideal world you would have a mix of tarmac and gravel events, a mix of endurance and sprint 
events and you have an emerging trend, thanks mainly to Ken Block, where our greatest potential 
target market thinks rallying should be between buildings on an airfield.  Like any other product we 



 

 

need to adapt what we do to the changing needs of  the market place – as Einstein said “Insanity is 
doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results”.  
 
Rally.com.au : It has been an extremely busy first 3 months in office – what has been the highlight? 
Scott Pedder : Busy is probably an understatement – and I have loved every minute.  Unfortunately 
I was born with dust in my veins and have always been frustrated that the Australian Rally 
Championship and the sport in general doesn’t receive the exposure it deserves.  There is no doubt 
it is the most exciting and demanding form of motorsport. Now that my driving career is finished I 
can concentrate on executing all the ideas.  The highlight?  Probably the support I have received 
from many within the sport, from all levels. The changes we have made to the 2011 ARC including 
the new ARC car, two wheel drive manufacturers championship etc were unprecedented changes 
and a huge amount of work by a lot of passionate people went on behind the scenes to make this 
happen. Similarly this new direction needed the support of CAMS and ARCOM and I thank them 
for their faith in my direction.  Obviously the support of Bosch was a huge win and I am so proud of 
the new rallyschool.com.au Australian Junior Challenge and thank Mick Ryan for his support.  We 
are very much at the start of another great era within the Australian Rally Championship. 
 
Rally.com.au : One final question, one week out from the start of the championship, who is going 
to be crowned the 2011 Bosch Australian Rally Champion? 
Scott Pedder : Politically I should say “no comment” here!  It is wide open – experience generally 
wins so I would think it is a three way battle between Justin Dowel, Mark Pedder and Ryan Smart.  
These guys will be going nuts to try and beat each other so consistency will also be the key, if Steve 
Shepheard or even Eli Evans in the mighty Honda Civic Type R can have a clean year they just 
might be the smokies.  
 
Stay tuned to rally.com.au for all the information relating to the 2011 Bosch Australian Rally 
Championship.  Want to ask Scott a question?  Please forward your questions (subject title CEO 
Question) to admin@rally.com.au – we will pick the best few questions and have Scott answer them 
in his next CEO column. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

MotorFest 2011 will be held at Eagle 
Farm Racecourse from 10am - 3pm on Sun-
day 17 July and registration for the event is 
open now! 

 
Those who attended MotorFest in 2010 have 
received a MotorFest registration form in the 
post. Clubs are eligible for a group discount of 
$5 per vehicle when more than 10 vehicles are 
registered at the one time. You can register 
online or download and print a registration 
form here. (Please note bookings must be re-
ceived in bulk to be eligible for the discount).  
More information on the event can be found 
at  racq.com/motorfest. 

 
If you are on Facebook you can also RSVP to 
RACQ's MotorFest event. To RSVP, simply 
click "I'm attending" on our Face-
book MotorFest event page.  

 

Borders Range Photos by Kristan Hayes (Cover and 

Right) http://picasaweb.google.com/





                                                                                                   International Rally of Queensland 
Organised By Brisbane Sporting Car Club 

ACN: 010 180 266 

Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place 

Banyo QLD 4014 

Organising Committee Chairman: Errol Bailey  

Telephone: 0419 727 109 

Email: errol.bailey@bigpond.com 
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ONLY 30 DAYS TO GO to IROQ!!               
 

The action is hotting up for IROQ 2011  
and you don’t want to miss out on all the fun. 

 

Last year the Caloundra Shootout was run for one night at the Sunshine Coast Industrial Park, Caloundra.  
It was a roaring success, so this year we are running the Shootout over two nights, Friday 13th and  
Saturday 14th May. This has been made possible by sponsorship from Caloundra RSL and Hella. 
 
The forest stages in the Imbil area will be contested on Saturday 14th and Sunday 15th May, and we need your help as 
officials to give both our international and national drivers a weekend to remember. 
 
The Proton Team has once again thrown down the challenge to race a local helicopter down the Maroochy Airport 
runway. Last year, Chris Atkinson, in his yellow Proton, beat the helicopter in a race held in wet and windy weather. 
This year the Sunshine Coast AGL Rescue Helicopter is going to give it a go. Let’s hope we have a sunny day. To make 
it even more interesting, IROQ has teamed with the Sunshine Coast Daily and ZINCFM to run a competition in which 
two winners will have the opportunity to be the passengers in both the Proton and the helicopter. WHAT A PRIZE!!! 
 
The field for 2011 is getting bigger and bigger – up to 90 cars and up to 40 motorbikes. The spectator and service 
areas will be buzzing all day as the APRC, ARC, RAJC, QRC, ALLCOMERS and CLASSICS go flying by, followed by the 
IROQ FOREST MOTO. IROQ is growing so fast that 
 

WE NEED MORE VOLUNTEER OFFICIALS 
 

so please register for IROQ by going to 
www.rallyqueensland.com.au and complete the Officials Registration Form online  

                             Or print the Registration form:    Officials Registration Form (Word Format) 

                                              or   Officials Registration Form (PDF Format) and 

Email to: bscc@ozemail.com.au  or  Fax to (07) 3267-7650 
or  Post to: Brisbane Sporting Car Club, Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place, Banyo QLD 4014 

 
We need about 650 volunteer officials to run a safe and controlled event.  

Please register your interest as soon as possible. 
 
Thanks, 
Belinda & Tony Howard 
bscc@ozemail.com.au   
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.rallyqueensland.com.au/
http://www.rallyqueensland.com.au/files/Officials_Registration_Form.doc
http://www.rallyqueensland.com.au/files/Officials_Registration_Form.pdf
mailto:bscc@ozemail.com.au
mailto:bscc@ozemail.com.au


IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR OFFICIALS 
 

Your stage commanders will contact you in the next few weeks with information on meeting points and 
meeting times for your stages. Please be early on the day  
 
If you need accommodation in Caloundra, you can’t go past Rydges Oasis Resort, where the  

IROQ headquarters will be set up, and the big teams will be staying.  
Just mention that you are an IROQ OFFICIAL, and you will get the IROQ rate. 
 
We won’t be supplying an official uniform this year, but if you have a Coates Hire ‘fluoro orange’ polo shirt 
from previous years, please feel free to wear it. Team this with blue jeans and some closed in footwear. 
Remember that the forest can get cold in May, so take some warm clothes just in case. 

 
 

LIMITED EDITION IROQ CAP 
 

These caps will not be available for purchase.  
             They will be supplied to OFFICIALS and SPONSORS only. 
             BUT there is a catch; 

             YOU ONLY GET A CAP IF YOU REGISTER AS AN OFFICIAL 
So jump on the website and register now. 

If you have a friend coming along to help you,  

get them to register too so that they can get their own cap. 

 

KEY OFFICIALS 
Clerk of Course Errol Bailey 

Deputy Clerks of Course Brian Everitt & Paul Woodward  

Event Secretary Berenice Stratton 

Service Park Manager & Equipment Co-ordinator Paul Woodward 

Chief Spectator Marshals Russ and Judy Cumming 

Officials & Training Co-ordinators Belinda and Tony Howard 

Course Car Manager Shaun Dragona 
Chief Scrutineer Dave Wood 

Results Manager Brad Smith 
 

STAGE COMMANDERS 

Team Alpha Ian Gorski / Cameron Gorski 

Team Bravo Tony Kabel 

Team Charlie David Martin 

Team Delta Geoff Crandell 
Team Echo Mike Verrall 

Team Foxtrot Graeme Hutchinson 

Team SOS Malcolm Bartolo 
 

OTHER TEAMS 

Team Nomad Patrick Hetherman 

Team Regroup Gary Preston 

Team Rydges Oasis TBA 
Team Judge of Fact TBA 

 

 

 



NIGHT  RUNS 
 
The lack of Club Activities in recent months has been quite noticeable but the problem is knowing 
what to about it. A number of Club Members have recently suggested to me that the Club should 
re-introduce Night Runs. For the benefit of Members who have only recently joined the Club, a 
Night Run is a simple Navigational Event usually around the suburbs of Brisbane but some of the 
longer ones could go outside the City maybe as far as Jimboomba or Samford. Instructions are 
fairly simple. Typically they would consist of: First Left – Second Right – Straight Ahead at Cross-
roads – Turn Right at T Junction – QUESTION – Second Exit at Roundabout – etc     Sometimes 
there may be simple Navigation using a Street Directory. 

 
They are designed as fun events rather than being serious competitions. Quite a few years ago 
Night Runs were very popular. They would be run approximately three times per month on 
Wednesday Nights. Usually entry numbers were ten to fifteen cars. At that time one of the Club 
Championships was the Night Run Championship. Unfortunately entry numbers started to decline 
approximately fifteen years ago. The number of events run was reduced to two per month and 
later to one per month.  The drop in numbers of Competitors in Night  Runs was also noticeable 
in other Clubs. Around ten years ago BSCC combined with the Marque Sports Car Club and the 
MG Car Club with each Club running three events per year so there was still approximately one 
Night Run per month. These events received reasonably good publicity in the Club Magazine but 
attracted a relatively small number of BSCCC Crews. The Club still awarded its Night Run Cham-
pionship to the best placed BSCC Competitor in this Series. 

 
A few years later the BSCC and MG Car Club dropped out of organizing  Night Runs and it was 
left to the Marque Sports Car Club. Not long after this the BSCC Night Run Championship was 
discontinued. About two years ago the Marque Sports Car Club was disbanded and the MG Car 
Club took over the running of the Night Runs. These events were run once per month and open 
to Members of all Car Clubs but Competitor numbers still continued to drop and for 2011 the 
MG Car Club has decided to run only five Night Runs approximately one event every two months. 
In the last three years there has been only one BSCC Crew who have regularly competed in these 
Runs. 

 
Another good aspect of Night Runs is that they are very cheap to enter and an everyday road car 
with no special preparation can be used. Only one Crew Member needs to have a CAMS Licence 
and no Third Party Insurance Extension is required.  Despite the fact that I enjoy Night Runs and 
have done so for the past forty years I am not entirely certain that the Club would get a large 
number of Competitors if we decided to organize a Night Run. Hopefully I am wrong but I feel 
that one way to determine the level of interest in Night Runs is to extend an invitation to BSCC 
Members to enter the next Night Run held by the MG Car Club. 

 
This event will be held on Friday 20 May commencing at 7: 30 pm from the MG Car Club Club-
rooms. The address is Unit 8 / 16 Collinsvale Road Rocklea. If this event is reasonably well at-
tended by BSCC Members I would recommend that this Club goes back to organizing these 
events on a regular basis. Anybody wishing to know more about the MG Car Club Night Runs 
should contact MG Car Club member Mal Spiden Phone 3266 6357.  Email  
spidenm@yahoo.com.au  

 

Tony Best 



BSCC Board 

Patron                The Hon Tom Barton 
President    Brian Everitt 
Immediate Past President Simon Knowles 
Secretary   Errol Bailey 
Treasurer   Errol Bailey 
Assistant Treasurer   
Club Captain   Nathan Long 
Board Members   
Brian Everitt, Barry Neuendorff, Errol Bailey, Nathan Long, Eugene 
Childs, James Reddiex, Del Garbett, Simon Knowles, Rod Sams, 
Patrick Hetherman, Neil Michel 
Administration Officer  Berenice Stratton 
CAMS Delegate   Errol Bailey 
Registrar   Del Garbett 
Auditor    John Grounds 
Sporting Sub-committees: 
Touring Road Events  Del Garbett 
Off-Road    
Rally     
Magazine   Brad Smith 
Social    Del Garbett 

All correspondence, entries, etc for the Club 
should be addressed to: 

Brisbane Sporting Car Club 
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place 
Banyo  QLD  4014 
Phone:  07 3267 7647 
Fax:      07 3267 7650 

Email: 

Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au 

Magazine: bfsmith@tpg.com.au 

THE NEWSLETTER OF THE 
BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB 

 

 

 

 

Welcome New Members 
Paul Kooistra; Troy Truscott; Michelle Borman; Ben Pace and 
Andrew Lade. 
 
 

 

For Sale 
 
New still in its box, Brantz interna-
tional 2S Pro tripmeter  
with wheel  Probe. Keen price $650. 
Contact Brian Falloon 07 5447 7842  
Mob 0418 793806   
falloon@email.com 

 
 
 

Wanted 
Is there some talented person in the 
BSCC who can do Screen Printing? 
Tony and Helen bought the material 
for new Safety Marshall Bibs as we 
saw a need to replace them. 
Margaret Mackay made the Bibs. 
Now we would like them Screen 
Printed with the wording SAFETY 
MARSHALL and the BSCC Club 
Badge. 
We will supply the Screen. 
Please ring me on 33710367 or email 
me at  helenandtony-
best@bigpond.com 
  
Helen Best 
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